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Miss Janet Goodricke,
Clearing House,

SCI European Secretariat,
272 A West End Lane,
L o n d o n   N. W. 6.

18th May, 1966

Dear Janet,

I am very sorry that you did not hear so long from me. I was very busy with our camps, exams and 
with finding proper people for your projects.

At first, I would like to thank you once more for the hospitality and for all the services you have 
rendered me during my stay in London. I found my visit very useful and fruitful. Now, everybody is 
very angry with me, because I did not succeeded to persuade you to come to Prague sooner than in 
Autumn. It is not only my wish but lot of people in here would like to see you. Then, if you are fat up 
with the work in the office ( restless days and nights must be in your office in this time I guess ) please 
come for a weekend to Prague. Return air ticket would be sent immediately by Town Council to you 
and I am convinced that you would return to the office fresh and smiling.

On my way back I fulfilled all the tasks and visited all the people that you suggested me. From CoCo 
I borrowed two films "Volunteers" and "This way out", which will be quite suitable for the training 
course. I am very sorry that Alfred will not be able to come for our leader training course, as the 
timing of the course has been changed so unexpectedly and he is in USSR in that time. But I think that 
Peter Wilke will give a good contribution to our seminar too.

We discussed several matters with Alfred and have planned mutual cooperation for the coming 
summer and for the next year. I met Siegmund Giesecke in Vienna and he will be sent by Alfred Knaus 
to our camp in Mariánská as co-leader ( 9. - 30. July ). I am sending you two bon de stage for 
Mariánská ( second period ) and for Janské Lázně ( you've got one already for Janské Lázně ) and 
should be much obliged if you could find some experienced volunteers that could be co-leaders on our 
projects. If you send me their names I will sent the final announcement about our camps.

Enclosed you will find filled forms for all the places which we agreed in your office. I made one copy 
of them and think that you will find them useful. I am sending you only one copy for the places in 
Germany and in Austria. I sent originals directly to Alfred and Sepp. I also indicated exact places or 
dates for which our volunteers apply. If you fins our volunteers suitable for the places proposed, I 
should be much obliged to you if you and SCI branches could kindly sent directly to me or to every of 
our volunteers official invitation, which we need very urgently to be able to apply for visas.

Now, I have another request to you. I would appreciate very much if you could give us two more 
places for work camps in England. Petr Anger and Miloš Kupka will be camp leaders on our projects 
in Czechoslovakia during July. We would like to send them in August to England but unfortunately 
there are no camps in August among the places, which you keep for Town Council in England. I wrote 
down their names on the list and filled in the forms for them. They are available during August ( Petr 
Anger August 4  -  August 26 and Miloš Kupka August and September ). Thank you very much in 
advance.
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Give my best regards to everybody in the office. I am very sorry that I could not say good by to your 
marvellous sister.

I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Best wishes and regards,

Very sincerely yours,

    Josef Motyčka

P.S.  All forms has been sent in two envelopes.


